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Comparative and Superlative Adjectives 
With Giant Robots... 
 

Reading Level 2 
 
Directions: Read each sentence. Choose the answer that would best 
complete the sentence. Circle your response. 
 

 
 

1.  Would you believe that Hug-Bot is actually ________ than Lift-Bot? 
 

a) strong b) stronger 

c) more stronger d) strongest 
 
2.  Pet-Bot is not as ________ as the grass cutting Lawn-Bot or the home cleaning Clean-Bot. 
 
a) fast b) more fast 

c) faster d) fastest 
 
3.  Fix-Bot has a shinier chrome finish than Hug-Bot, but Clean-Bot is the ________. 
 
a) shinier b) more shiny 

c) shiniest d) most shiniest 
 
4.  Lift-Bot is not as ________ as the garbage compacting Trash-Bot. 
 
a) noisy b) noisier 

c) more noisy d) noisiest 
 
5.  Work-Bot is ________ than Play-Bot. 
 
a) intelligent b) intelligenter 

c) more intelligent d) most intelligent 
 
6.  Chef-Bot is ________ than Fix-Bot, even though Fix-Bot carries a lot of tools. 
 
a) heavy b) more heavy 

c) heavier d) heaviest 
 
7.  Wash-Bot is cleaner than Clean-Bot, but Trash-Bot is ironically the ________. 
 
a) clean b) more clean 

c) cleaner d) cleanest 
 
 
 



8.  Lift-Bot is ________ but Helper-Bot, who cleans light fixtures and changes bulbs, is taller. 
 
a) tall b) taller 

c) tallest d) most tall 
 
9.  Clean-Bot may be louder than Chef-Bot, but Trash-Bot is the ________ household robot. 
 
a) loud b) most loud 

c) louder d) loudest 
 
10.  Helper-Bot is well-mannered and friendly, but Hug-Bot is ________. 
 
a) friendly b) friendlier 

c) friendliest d) most friendly 
 
11.  Clean-Bot saw the floor and computed that it was ________ than before. 
 
a) disgusting b) disgustinger 

c) more disgusting d) disgustingist 
 
12.  Chef-Bot used 27 different peppers to create the ________ soup that it could. 
 
a) spicier b) spiciest 

c) more spicy d) most spiciest 
 
13.  After repairing the semi-truck, Fix-Bot was just as ________ as Dig-Bot. 
 
a) dirty b) dirtier 

c) more dirty d) dirtiest 
 
14.  Clean-Bot uses a ________ technique on soft surfaces than it does on hard surfaces. 
 
a) gentle b) gentler 

c) more gentler d) gentlest 
 
15.  Hug-Bot was programmed to be ________ than the average bot. 
 
a) sensitive b) sensitiver 

c) more sensitive d) most sensitive 
 
16.  Guard-Bot is ________ than Hug-Bot because Guard-Bot has machine guns on his hands. 
 
a) dangerous b) dangerouser 

c) more dangerous d) most dangerous 
 
 
 



17.  The lovable Hug-Bot may be cuter than the armored Guard-Bot, but Kitty-Bot is the 
________ robot. 

 
a) cute b) cuter 

c) more cuter d) cutest 
 
18.  Even with a few screws loose, Homework-Bot got the ________ score in all of the class on 

the final exam. 
 
a) best b) bestest 

c) most best d) most bestest 
 
19.  Chef-Bot has a sharp blade that it uses for chopping food but Lawn-Bot's blade is even 

________. 
 
a) sharp b) sharper 

c) more sharp d) more sharper 
 
20.  Most robots do a pretty good job cleaning up after themselves, but Chef-Bot is ________. 
 
a) messy b) messier 

c) more messy d) messiest 
 
21.  Pet-Bot is chattier than the expressive Hug-Bot, but Wash-Bot is the ________ bot of all. 
 
a) more chatty b) more chattier 

c) most chattiest d) chattiest 
 
22.  Designed to scare people, Guard-Bot is ________ even by robot standards. 
 
a) ugly b) uglier 

c) more ugly d) ugliest 
 
23.  Ninja-Bot is ________ than most robots because its joints are self-greasing. 
 
a) sneaky b) sneakier 

c) more sneakier d) sneakiest 
 
24.  Pet-Bot is chattier than the expressive Hug-Bot, but Wash-Bot is the ________ bot of all. 
 
a) more chatty b) more chattier 

c) chattiest d) most chattiest 
 
25.  Lift-Bot was ________ of Throw-Bot and its ability to toss furniture. 
 
a) jealous b) jealouser 

c) more jealouser d) jealousest 



 
26.  Homework-Bot is the ________ of all robots on Sunday nights. 
 
a) busy b) busier 

c) most busy d) busiest 
 
27.  Fix-Bot is ________ than Lawn-Bot, even though Lawn-Bot spends a lot of time working on 

lawns in the rain. 
 
a) more rusty b) rustier 

c) more rustier d) rustiest 
 
28.  According to Chef-Bot, sugar is ________ than salt. 
 
a) sweet b) sweeter 

c) more sweet d) more sweeter 
 
29.  After chopping up the parsley and mint leaves, Chef-Bot's blades were as ________ as 

Lawn-Bot's. 
 
a) green b) greener 

c) more green d) greenest 
 
30.  Chef-Bot is the ________ invention to hit the kitchen since sliced bread. 
 
a) most great b) greater 

c) greatest d) most greatest 
 


